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So-called “robot” journalism represents a shift towards the automation of journalistic tasks

related to news reporting, writing, curation, and even data analysis. In this paper, we consider

the extension of robot journalism to the domain of social platforms and study the use of

“news bots”—automated accounts that participate in news and information dissemination on

social networks. Such bots present an intriguing development opportunity for news organiza-

tions and journalists. In particular, we analyze a sample of existing news bot accounts on

Twitter to understand how news bots are currently being used and to examine how using

automation and algorithms may change the modern media environment. Based on our analy-

sis, we propose a typology of news bots in the form of a design and editorial decision space

that can guide designers in defining the intent, utility, and functionality of future bots. The

proposed design space highlights the limits of news bots (e.g., automated commentary and

opinion, algorithmic transparency and accountability) and areas where news bots may enable

innovation, such as niche and local news.

KEYWORDS: algorithmic journalism; automated journalism; bots; computational journalism;

news bots; social media; Twitter

Introduction

In early 2015, Automated Insights announced that it was producing and

publishing 3000 earnings report articles per fiscal quarter for the Associated Press, all

written automatically from structured data via algorithm.1 Often referred to as “robot”

journalism, such technology offers a substantial opportunity for producing online news,

not just for writing articles, but also for journalistic tasks such as reporting, curation, or

even data analysis and visualization (Broussard 2014; Carlson 2015; Gao et al. 2014;

Young and Hermida 2014; Shearer, Basile, and Geiger 2014). Automating the production

of news and information offers new possibilities for creating content at scale,

personalizing that content given the low cost of adaptation, and covering events more

quickly than a human ever could.

As important conveyors of media and other communications, social network plat-

forms represent a domain that is becoming increasingly important and interesting for

the study of automated content production and dissemination via bots. Social bots

have been defined variously as “automated social actors”—software designed to act
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similarly to how humans might act in social spaces (Abokhodair, Yoo, and Mcdonald

2015, 840), as “software agents that interact on social networking services” (Hwang,

Pearce, and Nanis 2012, 40), and as “automatic or semi-automatic computer programs

that mimic humans and/or human behavior” (Wagner et al. 2012, 41). Such bots have

been observed across many social networks, like Twitter, Facebook, Reddit, and

Wikipedia, interacting with users or content in various ways. A recent report indicated

that up to 8.5 percent of accounts on Twitter and about 7 percent of accounts on

Facebook may in fact be automated.2 Many of these bots serve as powerful vectors for

spewing spam (Lee, Eoff, and Caverlee 2011) or for manipulating perceptions of politi-

cal speech (Ratkiewicz et al. 2011), but some also work as positive purveyors of news

and information—what we term as a whole “news bots”—automated accounts that

participate in news and information dissemination on social networking platforms. Here,

we conceive of news broadly, as information that is new, interesting, and somehow

relevant to individuals or communities. While classical indicators of newsworthiness

may include timeliness, proximity, importance, impact, conflict or controversy, sensa-

tionalism, prominence, and novelty or the unusual (Shoemaker, Chang, and Brendlinger

1987), other scholars suggest news is a more “slippery” concept, and provide journal-

ists’ own straightforward definition of news as timely information about newsworthy

people and events (Hall 1981, 231). In this work we focus our study on the ways in

which such news bots are being used on Twitter for constructively sharing such broadly

defined news and information. How do these bots change the media sphere and the

provision of news information as part of journalistic practices?

In particular, we undertake a qualitative analysis of 60 news bots collected via a

purposive sampling technique, and another 300 potential news bots collected via a tar-

geted Twitter sample via DataSift. Our results indicate the myriad ways in which news

bots are being employed for topical, niche, and local news, as well as for providing

higher-order journalistic functions such as commentary, critique, or even accountability.

We provide detailed examples illustrating the different functions of bots that we

observed. We contribute a detailed typology and characterization of these bots which

(1) creates an editorial decision space that can be a starting point for defining, design-

ing, and building social news bots that play constructive roles on social media, and (2)

highlights opportunities for future development and design solutions. Moreover, by

more deeply understanding how news bots are being constructively and productively

employed in news and information dissemination, we contribute a discussion of how

such entities participate in the wider media environment and expose issues of automa-

tion and speech related to platforms, transparency, and accountability.

Related Work

Bots are not an entirely new phenomenon and have been observed and studied

in a variety of human communication platforms, most recently in social networks

(Abokhodair, Yoo, and Mcdonald 2015). The uses and activities of bots that have been

observed on social media, our focus in this work, are myriad, including social shaping

(Hwang, Pearce, and Nanis 2012), content pollution (Lee, Eoff, and Caverlee 2011), social

metric gaming (Cook et al. 2014; Messias et al. 2013) or ranking manipulation

(Mustafaraj and Takis Metaxas 2010), infiltration (Boshmaf et al. 2011), political
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astroturfing (Ratkiewicz et al. 2011) and misdirection (Abokhodair, Yoo, and Mcdonald

2015), recommendation (Aiello et al. 2012), scholarship dissemination (Haustein et al.

2015), and activism or advocacy (Wilkie, Michael, and Plummer-Fernandez 2014).

Moreover, a thriving bot-making culture crafts what might be considered digital

humanities bots and convenes workshops like the Bot Summit3 to discuss relevant

issues. Such bots can be found highlighting poetic writing (e.g., @pentametron,

@HaikuD2), finding humorous word plays (e.g., @portmanteau_bot), editing video

stories (e.g., @eventuallybot), and exhibiting other creative applications.

Less research has focused specifically on the realm of news and information bots,

though there have been studies of bots that can identify and share newsworthy events

(Steiner 2014). Bots and automated information sharing has been observed in natural

disaster events (Starbird et al. 2010), as well as other forms of breaking news events

(Mittal and Kumaraguru 2014). Such observations demand that we reconsider the

media sphere that emerges on social media not just as a result of human communica-

tion, but as a confluence of humans interacting with other humans as well as with

automation (Larsson and Moe 2014). The present work seeks to make progress in

examining the ways in which news bots are specifically being employed to construc-

tively shape the news and information available on Twitter.

The extant research on social bots often focuses on the potentially detrimental

effects of automated information sharing. There is a concern about the use of bots to

manipulate public opinion (Ratkiewicz et al. 2011), pollute the content stream with

spam (Lee, Eoff, and Caverlee 2011), compromise privacy (Boshmaf et al. 2011), or game

social signals (Haustein et al. 2015; Hwang, Pearce, and Nanis 2012). There is a worry of

human susceptibility and likelihood to be influenced by such automata (Wagner et al.

2012; Wald et al. 2013). Media stories have reported on the use of botnets to drown

out dissent in Russia4 or to manipulate trending topics in Mexican elections.5 Recent

research reports on an in-depth examination of the use of a botnet to manipulate

information flows in both English and Arabic related to the Syrian Civil War

(Abokhodair, Yoo, and Mcdonald 2015). As a result, many studies focus on the

identification and detection of bot accounts via the extraction of features like temporal

activity, network structure, and sentiment to develop machine learning classifiers (Chu

et al. 2010; Dickerson, Kagan, and Subrahmanian 2014; Ferrara et al. 2014; Tavares and

Faisal 2013).

There is no doubt that there are many nefarious uses for bots in online media,

and that the development of such classifiers is important work aimed at quickly curtail-

ing abuses. But far less attention has been paid to the potentially positive and benefi-

cial utility of automated news and information sharing on social networks that we

study in the present work, including the ways in which bots may contribute to positive

effects in the public media sphere if employed ethically and conscientiously. Research

has found that a Twitter bot sharing public health information was perceived as a

credible source of information, suggesting that such bots could be gainfully employed

by news organizations if properly harnessed (Edwards et al. 2014). In comparison to the

extant studies that have reported on the use of bots to share news and information

(Mittal and Kumaraguru 2014; Starbird et al. 2010), we take a qualitative approach and

examine the constructive utility of a wide sample of bots in the public media sphere as

it relates to modern journalism.
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Analysis of News Bots

As part of our analysis, we describe the methodology and process of data collec-

tion and bot identification mechanisms, as well as provide a summary of our findings,

including a typology of key identifying traits and notable observations about some of

the bot types and their occurrence in our samples.

Data Collection

In order to learn more about news bots and the specific traits they exhibit that

could inform our bot typology, we decided to first examine Twitter accounts that were

“known” bots. These were either explicitly designated as bots by their creators or dis-

cussed as interesting Twitter bots in thematic articles or “listicles” on news websites, or

blog posts by Web developers and bot creators. Because we wanted to examine bot

accounts in detail, purposive sampling (Jupp 2006) was deemed an adequate selection

method. Though this form of sampling is less concerned with statistical generalizability

or representativeness, it aims to reflect the diversity within a given population, espe-

cially in qualitative analysis (Barbour 2001). We wanted to have a diverse initial sample

of bot accounts in order to then extract traits and qualities from them that would

inform the criteria used in the collection of a larger complementary sample from the

Twitter firehose.

We collected our initial purposive sample of accounts using search engine results

from Google for searches of “bot,” “twitter bot,” “news bot,” “automated twitter

account,” such as articles and blog posts about Twitter bots, as well as the accounts

themselves found directly through Twitter Search on keywords like “bot,” “twitter bot,”

and “automated account.” Our searches were often triangulated if more than one source

mentioned the same account, making them prima candidates for our sample. While

sampling, we assumed self-described bots were honest in their self-representation or

that if open-source code was published, or if the creator of the bot was acknowledged,

that these were automated accounts. After collecting a primary set of accounts, we

excised accounts that were not run in English and accounts that were clearly not bots

(i.e., they did not conform to the definition of “automatic or semi-automatic computer

programs that mimic humans and/or human behavior” [Wagner et al. 2012, 41] or did

not exhibit criteria articulated in other bot labeling methods [Chu et al. 2010; Dickerson,

Kagan, and Subrahmanian 2014]), which resulted in a primary purposive sample of 60

news bot accounts.

But since 60 is a relatively small number of accounts for analysis, we sought to

expand our sample of news bots through automated means. As prior work has sought

to identify bots on Twitter (Ferrara et al. 2014), we first considered whether such a

classifier could be used to identify possible news bots to augment our sample. To

assess the validity of this technique for identifying news bots in particular, we used the

Bot or Not service6 (Ferrara et al. 2014) to determine how our 60 purposive sample

bots were classified. Only 18 out of 60 bot accounts ranked above 50 percent in the

overall “botness” score computed by Bot or Not. This meant that 42 of the known bots

were interpreted by the Bot or Not algorithm as not bots, i.e. as false negatives. The

inaccuracy and margin of error (70 percent) with Bot or Not were too high to be able

to effectively use it to classify news bot accounts to increase our sample.
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In order to devise a more effective mechanism for sampling accounts on Twitter

that were likely to be news bots, we manually examined the purposive sample includ-

ing account titles, handles, and bios to develop a set of textual features that could be

used to scan for and collect news bot candidates using the DataSift service, which at

the time had access to the Twitter firehose. We also extracted the text from all the bios

of the purposive sample and used the AntConc tool (Anthony 2004) to rank unigrams

from the bios according to a keyness metric against a reference corpus of bio text

extracted from an arbitrary random sample of English Twitter accounts also collected

from DataSift. We thus produced a list of most common keywords contained in the

account metadata that were indicative of “newsbotness.” These keywords/phrases

included: “bot,” “by @” “news,” “github,” “robot,” “monitoring,” “automated,” “alerts,”

“feed,” “aggregated.”

We applied these keywords as search and filtering terms to the Twitter firehose

using DataSift, and collected a corpus of over 35,000 potential Twitter accounts over

two hours on December 3, 2014 whose metadata contained one or more of the search

terms, indicating they were a news bot candidate.

Analysis Methodology

In order to test our keyword sampling mechanism, we randomly drew a manage-

able subsample of 300 unique accounts (~1 percent of those collected) from the

DataSift sample and examined them carefully to determine whether or not they were

in fact bots using criteria articulated in published bot labeling methods (Chu et al.

2010; Dickerson, Kagan, and Subrahmanian 2014). These criteria included tweet syntax

metrics such as the presence of hashtags or mentions, account behavior metrics such

as tweet frequency and tweet repeats, as well as account properties like bio content

and protected or verified status (Chu et al. 2010; Dickerson, Kagan, and Subrahmanian

2014). Overall, out of the 300 Twitter accounts in this sample, we found that a little

over one-third of the accounts, 118, were not bots, and four had no tweets or the

account had been suspended. Of the 178 accounts which we coded as “bots,” 24 were

“cyborgs” and contained an apparent combination of automated and human tweeting.

The error rate (118 plus 4, or 40 percent of 300 were false positives) was acceptable

given the nature of our qualitative study. One of the biggest culprits in generating false

positives—accounts that were not bots but were in the sample because they corre-

sponded to our keyword search criteria—seemed to be the expression (by @handle): it

was used by 17 out of 60 bots in our purposive sample to designate the creator, but

was also used by many non-bot accounts in the larger DataSift sample to indicate the

human who was managing, editing, or running the account.

Our final combined set of news bots thus included the 60 from our purposive

sample, plus 178 from the DataSift sample, resulting in a final analysis sample of 238

newsbots. Where appropriate in our findings, we contrast the types of bots that were

observed in the purposive sample and the DataSift sample. On the combined sample

we created observational descriptions of the information available from each account,

such as title, handle, bio, and the latest tweets in the account’s feed. Accounts were

analyzed in the context of the original Twitter webpage to see how they tweeted and

interacted with other accounts, and to see how they presented themselves on the
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service. For each account, we thus created a qualitative description, including

observations of characteristics of the accounts and what seemed unique about the bots

and their behavior. We then analyzed these descriptions and the accounts through

iterative qualitative coding including open coding, affinity diagramming, typologizing,

and memoing (Lofland and Lofland 2005) that inform the typology and findings we

report next.

Findings

Four key categories emerged during the open coding and typologizing process.

These categories reflect both the bots’ algorithmic logic and the editorial decisions

behind it. The categories include:

Inputs and sources: what a bot takes in in order to produce some kind of output.

Outputs: what a bot produces given the kind of input it receives.

Algorithm: how the bot processes the input to get the output.

Intent/function: why the bot processes the inputs to get outputs in this particular

way.

Each news bot in our sample can be typologized using any of the above cate-

gories and their subcategories, and this approach allows us to see the differences

between our purposive sample and the larger DataSift sample. Such a typology also

creates a multidimensional space that allows for a more comprehensive understanding

of what news bots can do and how they can be designed to do it.

Inputs and Sources

Inputs are defined as what a bot takes in in order to produce an output. Twitter

news bots in the sample have a single source or multiple sources of input data, mean-

ing that the source categories for one bot may include more than one source type. The

sources may include a single news website or blog, several news websites or blogs, an

RSS feed or feeds, another social media platform, a hashtag (e.g., the automated account

@yegtraffic provides information on traffic and road incidents in Edmonton, and

retweets every tweet with the hashtag #yegtraffic), a database or an archive of stories,

files or other data, other Twitter accounts, or content of tweets the bot reacts or replies to

(including both standalone tweets, as in the case of @beExplicit, a bot that reacts to

passive voice in tweeted headlines and makes editing suggestions; and replies at the

bot, as in the case of @BBCWeatherBot, an account which tweets weather forecasts in

reply to users who request a forecast for a particular geographic area).

Sources of input are explicit in very few cases, for example when mentioned in

the bio (e.g., @mmorpg_tweeter mentions the five websites it draws video game news

from, while the @Treasury_io bot points to a particular database of US treasury data

from which its tweets are generated); evident or obvious in some cases, when sources

can be easily determined from the Twitter feed (as in most single-source cases); or

undefinitive, as in most multiple-source cases where there is no attribution or any direct

way to glean the exact array of sources used.
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The purposive sample (60 accounts) included 26 cases (43.3 percent) where the

source was explicit (i.e., stated explicitly in the bio), 10 cases (16.7 percent) where it

was evident from the account information (possible to infer from tweets, but not stated

explicitly), and 24 cases (40 percent) where the source was undefinitive. The DataSift

sample (178 bot accounts) included only 10 accounts (5.6 percent) with explicit sources,

85 cases (47.8 percent) where the source was evident, and 83 cases (46.7 percent)

where the source was undefinitive. The large number of undefinitive cases, and the sig-

nificant amount of evident, but not explicitly identified sources could have implications

for transparency and credibility of automated journalism, which we address further in

the discussion.

Among the types of input, single website and multiple website were the most

frequently occurring types in both samples. A detailed breakdown of source input types

is shown in Figure 1. Note in the figure that the “unclear” type is a subset of “undefini-

tive” sources, since even if the sources were not definitive, their type (e.g., multiple

websites) could sometimes be surmised.

Outputs

The output of a bot is what the bot produces given the input it receives. On

Twitter we found these can take the form of topical feeds (with news on a given topic

from a single or multiple sources): popular topics include politics, business, finance,

disaster and incidents, entertainment, security, technology, sports, traffic, and weather.

Some traditional news beats, like health and science, have little or no presence in our

sample. A single-source feed can also be more general in nature, when it draws from a

FIGURE 1

Prevalence of types of input source (categories may overlap)
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news source that is itself not specialized, but has different kinds of news. Single-source

feeds also demonstrated the largest human involvement alongside automated activity:

for instance, cyborgs like @washingtonpost or @TheAtlantic which combine general

news tweets linking to the main website with retweets and other human content

accounted for 20.7 percent (17/82) of the single-source category in the DataSift sample.

In other words, 71 percent (17/24) of all of the cyborgs that we observed in the

DataSift sample were for single-source feeds.

A geo-specific output positions and filters the news and information within a

geographic area, whether national or local. The main filtering criteria in this case are

relevance of a news story to the designated location and its scope.

Geo-specific feeds, especially those at county or city level, are often traffic or

weather updates, in addition to general news. Such feeds can be single source and

draw from a local news website (such as @PelhamPatch with news for Pelham) or

multiple source (the @North_GA news bot draws from a Netvibes aggregator page with

RSS feeds set up for Google News searches of city names from the North Georgia area).

Some weather bots, many of which were also geo-specific, rely on input from Twitter

users (@BBCWeatherBot asks to tweet at it with a location), while others just tweet local

weather for a specified location at regular intervals.

Niche feeds cover a very specific, narrow beat, not typical for traditional

journalism. The input is filtered or curated for a small subset of information, relating to

a very particular interest or area, such as survival preparedness (@BadBluePrep),

MMORPG video game news (@mmorpg_tweeter), drone strikes (@dronestream) by the

US Government, stop and frisk incidents by the City of New York Police Department in

2011 (@stopandfrisk), or anonymous wikipedia edits by IP (Internet Protocol) addresses

in the US Congress (@congressedits).

Niche feeds have a very narrow focus, often working within a topic, but providing

news on a very specific subset or one segment of it, like a single sports team (e.g.,

@BuckeyesSpyder). Niche bots can also deal with a specific persona (such as the

@shakespearelogs bot, which presents itself as an “experiment to promote blogs and

news websites about William Shakespeare via twitter” and curates only Shakespeare-

related content) can work with a single input source (@congressedits works with a

database of anonymous Wikipedia edits, while @stopandfrisk draws from a data archive

of incident reports) or curate content from multiple sources (@BadBluePrep aggregates

survival and preparedness stories). In some cases the sources are explicit (@mmorpg_t-

weeter lists the five websites it curates news from in its bio), in others, like @BadBlue-

Prep, the sources are not evident.

Some news bots do not tweet news directly, but provide commentary to certain

kinds of information found on Twitter or elsewhere, essentially illustrating a particular

point or drawing attention to a particular angle of the information. For instance, the

@DrunkBuzzfeed account draws attention to BuzzFeed headlines and their form and

content by mashing together parts of three random headlines). Commentary bots inter-

act with the information beyond rebroadcasting or curating it, usually by augmenting

it, providing an interpretation of it, or otherwise adding to the news content in some

way.

Commentary Twitter bots emerge as an interesting category because they seem

less prone to algorithmic discoverability—we sampled the DataSift dataset on a set of

keywords derived from our initial purposive sample (which had 30 commentary
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bots—half of the sample), and got only five commentary bots in the larger sample. This

may be in part due to the fact that they are less explicit about their bot nature in titles,

bios, and handles, and in part due to the fact that their feed patterns and tweet

content are not as formulaic or repetitive as those of topical news feeds or bots which

aggregate and rebroadcast news and information. Due to the methodology we fol-

lowed for collecting the purposive sample (i.e., looking for media reports of interesting

bots), we must also consider the possibility that commentary bots were simply more

likely to have gained some form of substantial external attention and therefore found

their way more easily into our purposive sample.

The exact form of the output for topical, general, or niche feeds may vary, but

tweets usually include story headlines and links to primary sources or aggregators, and

may sometimes include other elements, like hashtags or images. Tweets may take the

form of a data entry (with values or numbers) if the source of input is a database, and

do not always include a link.

In the cases where the input comes from other tweets, whether standalone ones

or replies/mentions of the bot, the output can take the form of a reply to the source

tweet or a retweet of the source tweet, depending on the algorithm.

In terms of output type, the purposive sample was heavily skewed in favor of

commentary accounts: 30 out of 60 bots were commentary ones (50 percent), whereas

in the DataSift sample only 5 out of 178 were commentary accounts (2.8 percent).

Instead, geo-specific news bots were represented much more extensively in the DataSift

sample (43 out of 178, 24.1 percent) than in the purposive sample (3 out of 60, 5 per-

cent). Other dominant categories that were similarly pervasive in both samples include

topical feeds (16/60 in purposive sample, 26.7 percent; 60/178 in DataSift sample, 33.7

percent) and niche news bot accounts (22/60 in purposive sample, 36.7 percent; 70/178

in DataSift sample, 39.3 percent). The DataSift sample also had 14 non-news bot

accounts, likely a result of our filtering keyword search catching the “botness” of the

account despite its irrelevance in terms of news/information provision. This meant, for

instance, that an account’s bio contained the word “bot” or “automated,” but the

account itself tweeted personal reflections or spam links instead of what could be con-

sidered news or useful information. A detailed breakdown of output types is shown in

Figure 2.

FIGURE 2

Prevalence of types of output (categories may overlap)
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Algorithm

Another criterion along which the news bots can be classified is the nature of

their driving algorithm: how does the bot turn the input into the output? One of the

ways Twitter bots in our combined sample process the inputs into the outputs is

rebroadcasting information onto the Twitter feed from a single source. Rebroadcasting

can also be thought of as bridge dissemination, wherein the algorithm connects another

platform to Twitter, creating a new outlet for information that previously existed only

on that platform, i.e., Reddit or Instagram (as is the case with @rMLS_bot that tweets

updates about major league soccer from the subreddit r/MLS).

Another type of algorithm is aggregating/curating information from multiple

sources, either by way of search queries with a keyword or set of keywords or by using

a pre-set list of sources (e.g., @SocialinMemphis aggregates news stories about the

Memphis, TN area from various websites). Another subset of bots react or respond to

information or data found or tweeted at them: @BBCWeatherBot responds to tweets

with locations, while @ajamenergybot reacts to tweets from a pre-set list of congres-

sional Twitter accounts that contain certain relevant keywords by retweeting them.

Augmenting information from a source or sources by adding data to it is another

type of news bot algorithm (@NYTPlusContext adds links to quotes posted by @NYTMi-

nusContext, and @cybercyber augments article links with a list of words containing “cy-

ber” found in said articles). Some bots perform data analysis or processing of data from

the input source, like @Treasury_io, which processes data from a US Treasury database

and turns useful bits of the daily reports into tweets. Finally, some bots work by gen-

erating new data or information from an input source: e.g., @DrunkBuzzfeed mashes

together three BuzzFeed headlines to create new headlines.

Our purposive sample had a more varied selection of types of algorithms than

the DataSift sample, although in both cases curating/aggregating dominated in the

samples, with 40 percent (24) and 44.4 percent (79) of accounts, respectively. But while

the DataSift sample also had 43.3 percent of accounts (77) engaged in rebroadcasting/

bridging, the purposive sample had just 11.6 percent of accounts (7) using that

FIGURE 3

Prevalence of types of news bot algorithms (categories may overlap)
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algorithm. On the other hand, analysis/processing and reacting/responding were

present in the purposive sample to a much greater extent than in the DataSift sample

(see Figure 3 for breakdown). This seems to align with the greater presence of

commentary bots in the purposive sample, as they are more prone to using the more

complex kinds of algorithms that engage with data or with users in more creative ways

in their activity.

Intent/function

While the algorithm of a news bot (the “how” of its operation) is a convenient

vehicle of typologizing, the intent or function of the bot (the “why” of its existence) is

also an interesting dimension. Beyond simply informing the reader, news bots can have

more complex functions, such as: reporting/recommending breaking news (@WikiLive-

Mon, which draws on Wikipedia edits, recommends “breaking news candidates” based

on the frequency of article edits in a given time period).

Some news bots are built to enable discovery and investigation of information

that is hidden or hard to obtain (@Treasury_io reveals US treasury data from badly for-

matted reports, @stopandfrisk parses a 2011 database of incidents to bring attention to

the scope of the problem). Yet other news bots are intended to replicate the journalis-

tic function of ensuring accountability of those in power (@yourrepsonguns retweets

congressional tweets mentioning firearms) or the media (@NYTAnon highlights every

use of anonymous sources in New York Times articles).

A number of bot accounts provide critique or opinion on salient issues (@cybercy-

ber, for instance, critiques the overuse of “cyber” in news stories) or on news val-

ues/content (@speak4yourself invites news media to not extrapolate in headlines,

@BeExplicit combats passive voice use in news tweets, and @NYTAnon comments on

using anonymous sources in news stories). Finally, some news bots are also built to

provide a service in addition to relaying information (most common examples include

traffic bots, weather bots, and currency exchange rate bots like @BTCtoUSD) and for

entertainment purposes (e.g., @mot_namdeirf remixes sentences from a corpus of Tom

Friedman New York Times columns).

The informing function dominated both the purposive sample and the DataSift

sample (46.7 percent (28) and 82.6 percent (147), respectively), which is perhaps unsur-

prising as informing is a central goal of news (Kovach and Rosenstiel 2007). But overall,

the purposive sample had more variety in the bots’ intended functions than the Data-

Sift sample (a detailed breakdown is shown in Figure 4). This can be linked to the

greater presence of commentary bots in the purposive sample, as their creators seem

to be more inventive in terms of the intent behind their creations, also enabled in part

by the greater variety in the algorithms behind the bots.

Interestingly, in the DataSift sample there were several bots that were made to

look like news feeds but were actually spam bots, with links in tweets leading to

ad-infested intermediary pages. This might indicate that news bots are perceived as

valuable by spammers, but also has implications for the transparency and credibility of

news bots, which we address further in our discussion section.
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Limitations

This study uses a targeted sampling strategy, working to build a purposive sam-

ple of known news bots and using it to inform the automated data collection for the

larger DataSift sample. Our combined samples of course represent only a small fraction

of overall news bot activity on Twitter and, furthermore, exclude bots that may be

effectively hiding their “botness.” Each sample has its limitations and biases and we

make no claim that these non-random samples are representative of the overall news

bot prevalence on the platform. Yet by contrasting the two samples, we are able to

offer findings that are more robust and provide a broader picture of news bot activity.

Our sampling strategy enabled the identification of accounts for a careful manual

examination and open coding that offers an initial overview as well as rich, specific

details into a diverse swath of news bot activity.

Since our study was observational in nature, we were somewhat limited in our

ability to understand the intent of the creators of news bots in our sample. A further

avenue of research seeking to more deeply examine the intent and motives behind

news bot creation would require engaging with the creators/makers and interviewing

them about their editorial and design decisions.

Another limitation of our study was our deliberate decision to limit our data col-

lection to the English-language Twitter sphere. Other languages on Twitter and other

social media may present their own interesting data and possible findings on the use

of news bots (Abokhodair, Yoo, and Mcdonald 2015), but those are beyond the scope

of our study, which concentrates on the English-language media and social networks.

Additionally, we only examined one social media platform, Twitter, due largely to

the fact that the bot phenomenon on Twitter is well known and prevalent. This allowed

us to have a solid grounding in the existing literature on bots and social automation as

we examined a relatively new and under-researched niche of news bots.

FIGURE 4

Prevalence of types of news bot intents/functions (categories may overlap)
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Discussion

The use of “news bots”—automated accounts that participate in news and

information dissemination on social networks—presents an intriguing opportunity for

news organizations and journalists as they adapt to work in a dynamic digital media

environment. Our study demonstrates that news bots are already being used in many

creative ways by media organizations and individuals, but also raises some questions

about the limits of automation in the journalistic workflow. The study also contributes

to the more academic discussion of the role of algorithms in journalistic practices, and

helps reconceptualize how scholars might approach editorial processes and newsroom

decision-making in light of how automation changes, enables, and becomes integrated

into various functions and strategies in the newsroom.

Our findings indicate that many news bots are used in very simple ways to

rebroadcast or bridge existing traditional news platform content to social media, as well

as to curate and aggregate content from multiple sources. Some of these activities

have been reported in prior targeted studies of Twitter bots (Mittal and Kumaraguru

2014; Starbird et al. 2010). A few of the more interesting applications of the curation

and filtering potential of news bots emerge in the sphere of niche news accounts and

geo-specific news bots, especially local and hyperlocal ones. Niche and geo-specific

bots create new opportunities to serve the needs of new, smaller audience groups and

to fulfill their desire to aggregate news and information around narrow domains

cheaply and at minimal marginal cost (Cohen, Hamilton, and Turner 2011). Given the

prevalence of niche and geo-specific bots that we found, we expect that such bots

could be strategically employed by media outlets or citizen journalists seeking to serve

the information needs of micro-audiences.

Transparency of automated news and information services on social media

emerges as another important issue with respect to the algorithmic accountability

(Diakopoulos 2015) of the bots themselves and their creators and maintainers. What

must we know about how bots work in order to trust them? Our findings indicate that

not all news bots in our sample are transparent about their sources, about the algo-

rithms behind their outputs, and even about the fact that they are bots. In fact, in our

combined samples information sources used by bots were undefinitive in 45 percent of

cases. This raises the question of how the phenomenon of journalistic transparency

manifests in automated news and information production, and how journalists and

news consumers should adapt their understanding of credibility and trustworthiness

with respect to automation. Accountability also means that some entity is held

accountable in case of a legal violation or in case of defamation or libel. This entity is

likely to be the human creator or the organization of the creator for automated bot

accounts, however, this may vary by jurisdiction. These considerations will gain impor-

tance as more news and information services are delivered by bots, demanding new

journalistic norms be developed to account for these new scenarios (McBride and

Rosenstiel 2013).

Commentary news bots that augment content or deliver critique and opinion

raise the issue of the limits of automated commentary on privately owned social media

platforms in terms of third-party ability to impose their own rules and terms on those

who use their website. Twitter estimates that about 8.5 percent of the accounts on the

platform are automated in some way, and it routinely scrubs out flagrant spam bots.
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But the same terms of use that Twitter uses to expunge those spam accounts might

also be brought to bear on a more noble news bot. If Twitter believes a news bot is

violating its terms of service, whether because of its algorithm (@BechdelBot was briefly

blocked from using the Twitter API [application programming interface] because of a

high number of requests to the database) or because of the nature of the opinions the

bot espouses, the corporate platform owner can easily decide to shut down the

account. Moreover, individuals who disagree with the output or intent of the bot could

flag it as “offensive” or “spam” and similarly trigger platform censorship of the bot. The

broader issue really gets at the limits of freedom of speech on such platforms, and the

degree of freedom of speech that should be afforded to news bots, which are arguably

operating under human communicative intentions and designs. Who will decide what

rights news bots have as opposed to humans doing journalism and critiquing those in

power?

Napoli (2015) raises an important point about the extent to which social media

platforms and the algorithms behind them reflect public interest values. In our case,

this is complicated by the idea that newsrooms, guided by journalistic norms, can exert

an editorial function on the existing third-party platforms, by building and designing

algorithms that enable an “individualist model of public interest,” where users are

empowered to make decisions in relation to their own news and information consump-

tion. How the algorithms (e.g., commentary bots) are designed to moderate and enable

such empowerment deserves close scrutiny by both academics and journalism practi-

tioners and should be part of the editorial design process.

It is also worthwhile to discuss the limitations of automated news commentary in

terms of import and weight that such commentary may possess in comparison with

traditional accountability journalism (Kovach and Rosenstiel 2007). Holding someone

accountable through the news media acts by inducing public pressure that may

demand a response from that party—but do bots deserve a response? In some cases,

at least, it seems bots that provide critique are able to start a constructive discussion:

the @NYTAnon account generated a robust and lengthy online discussion about the

practice of using anonymous sources in mainstream US media. But whether any policy

or editorial changes will follow remains to be seen.

As automated news and information production develops, our study reveals some

avenues for future research and analysis in this area. One such issue is the intentionality

of news bots and algorithms: the creator’s intent and its interpretation by the algorithm

will contribute to the discussion about transparency and credibility of automated jour-

nalism. Another important question for newsrooms will be to understand how a media

outlet’s editorial criteria can manifest in algorithmic form, and what sorts of new deci-

sions editors will have to begin making with regards to designing, building, editing,

managing, and decommissioning news bots. Gillespie (2014) calls these kinds of edito-

rial automation practices “public relevance algorithms” and suggests both researchers

and media practitioners should interrogate these as a recent but already key feature of

the news and information ecosystem, especially with regard to how such algorithms

evaluate information relevance and inclusion, and how they manage the notion of

objectivity. Finally, the issue of information verification, which has risen on the media

agenda with the proliferation of social media platforms and citizen-generated content

(Castillo, Mendoza, and Poblete 2011), will also be salient for newsroom bot designers.

It remains to be seen if a news bot can be designed to perform the information
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gathering, fact-checking, and content verification functions that human journalists now

perform. How robust can a news bot’s design be in the face of data quality issues or

human errors that they might otherwise unwittingly re-transmit? As Carlson (2015)

notes, the emerging practice of automated reporting presents a challenge in how it

might alter the working practices of journalists and newsrooms, but also affects larger

understandings of what journalism is and how it ought to operate—questions which

undoubtedly concern academics who study the theory and practice of journalism.

Conclusions

In this study, we analyzed a sample of news bot accounts on Twitter to under-

stand how these bots are currently being used and to examine how using automation

and algorithms may change the modern media environment. Based on our analysis and

the news bot typology that emerged from it, we articulate a design and editorial deci-

sion space intended to guide designers in defining the intent, utility, and functionality

of future news bots.

The design and editorial decision space is informed by four key categories that

emerged during the open coding and typologizing process. These categories reflect

both the bots’ algorithmic logic and the editorial decisions behind it. The categories

include the inputs and sources of input data; the outputs produced by the news bots;

the algorithms that guide how a news bot turns inputs into outputs; and the function

or intent of the news bot. These categories and their subcategories can act as a start-

ing point for the decisions a newsroom team might have to make in defining and

building a bot.

The proposed design space highlights the limits of news bots (e.g., automated

commentary and opinion, algorithmic transparency and accountability), notable lacunas

and opportunities for designing solutions (fact-checking and verification bots, question-

asking and reporting bots, interactive news), and areas where news bots may enable

innovation, such as niche and geo-specific news and information. We emphasize these

in our discussion and examine the challenges and opportunities to using news bots as

instruments of journalism.
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NOTES

1. See http://blog.automatedinsights.com/post/109491692518/automation-helps-ap-

publish-10-times-more-earnings.

2. See http://www.newrepublic.com/article/121551/bot-bubble-click-farms-have-inflat

ed-social-media-currency.

3. See http://tinysubversions.com/botsummit/2014/.

4. See http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-16108876.

5. See http://www.technologyreview.com/news/428286/twitter-mischief-plagues-mexi

cos-election/.

6. See http://truthy.indiana.edu/botornot/.
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